Chapter 3333
Zhiyu looked at Charlie’s unwavering eyes and sighed deeply in her heart.
At this moment, there were a few feelings of guilt deep inside her heart.
In fact, she also knew that what Charlie said was the truth, if not for her and Ruoli’s sake,
her father Zynn would not have had the chance to go to Syria to live.
The fact that he could go to Syria was already a netting of his side by Charlie.
She was begging him to take a step back at this time, which was indeed a bit too much.
So, she was ashamed and said to him: “I’m sorry, my lord, it’s my fault, when you made
this decision, I accepted the terms of your three-year contract. Should not come back at
this time to beg you to take another step back ……”
Charlie waved his hand and said blandly, “He is your father, after all, it is only normal for
you to beg for him.”
After saying that, he looked at the time, “Okay, let’s talk about it, the conference is
about to start, you still have to prepare for it.”
“Okay!” Zhiyu nodded and said, “I’ll go over the speech with Miss Ito again.”
At this moment, Charlie was also thinking in his heart, “It looks like I have to go to Syria
again in the next two days!”
He thought that it would be easy to go to Syria by himself.
He could still use the same low altitude way of opening the umbrella last time, and
believed that he could surely bypass the encirclement of the Cataclysmic Front easily.
However, if he wanted to be surrounded by more than 10,000 people. Bringing Zynn
out, that is definitely not an easy thing.

Therefore, it was better to go over earlier, or have more time to prepare and see if there
was a good way.
Otherwise, if the ancestral ceremony is delayed and Zynn cannot come to his parents’
grave to kowtow and accept his mistakes, how should he explain to his parents?
Moreover, Charlie was more or less worried whether Hamid’s defense could withstand
the attack of ten to twenty thousand soldiers of the Cataclysmic Front.
If, after a period of time, the Front sees that the siege is not successful, and is willing to
pay thousands and thousands of people together with the government forces to finish
off Hamid, then Hamid may not be able to stop it.
So he must go over as early as possible to determine both things, and also to avoid the
future night-long dream!
……
Charlie and Zhiyu came to the VIP lounge together, Nanako, Warnia, and Melba, were all
sitting on the sofa at this time.
Nanako was holding several scripts and was communicating with Melba about
something. When she saw Charlie enter, a sudden surge of joy came into her eyes and
she stood up quickly and said with a smile, “Mr. Charlie, you’re here!”
Charlie faintly smiled and gestured to her, Melba also stood up, slightly nervous and shy,
and said, “Mr. Wade you are here ……”
When Warnia saw Charlie, she likewise rose and said respectfully, “Master Wade, you’re
here!”

